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THE WASHINGTON POST 

BRAVO Test: 
No ‘Guinea Pigs’ 

Cynthia Gomey’s piece [“I&&s in a Storm,” 
Style, April 71 on Dennis O’Rourke’s award-win- 
ning film about the Marshall Islands demands im- 
mediate comment-not because of any error on 
Gorney% part, but to agree emphatically with 
O’Rourke’s definitions of what he is (a filmmaker) 
and what the fihn is (observational). Woukl that he 
had been more observant and more willing, to> give 
fair consideration to facts and obaemations. 

My credentials? I was at Bini as a Los Alamoa 
physics experiment& during the BRAVO teat in 
1954. From 1972 Until my retirement from the 
Department of Energy last September,-1 worked 
continuously on Marshall Islands’ problems, in&l- & in pariicuiar tii &~mnt’a mwMb$lty 

for the follow-up care of the Rongelsp people and 
other related remedial actions. I have teati- 
fied under oa& before congressional committees 
considering these mattersand served aa a memo 
berltechnical adviser of ihe U.S. delegation that 
negotiated ttie agreement with the Republic of the 
Marshall Islands relative to the consequences of 
the BRAVO test. 

More important, however, is the fact that I was 
ii repeated contact with O’Rourke during the time 
he made the fihn “Half Life,” at first on lis initiae 
tive, offering him access to authoritative documen- 
tation and offering also to meet with him and to 
cooperate with him in making the premise of his 
argument factual. Regrettably, the offer.of such a 
meeting was not #accepted. 

I in no way intend to auggeat that ,the accident 
that befell the people of Rongelap on March 1, 
1954, was anything leas than tragic. But it does 
not soothe th&ir hurt to 50 distort the record aa to 
have the victims, and the world, believe their in- 
juries were deliberately and malevolently inflicted 
by the United States. Such a notion is doubly ab 
horrent to me, as it suggests not only that our gov- 
ernment would carry out such i plan, but that 
those individuals responsible for executing the 
BRAVO t6st (many of whom were then and later 
my respected aaaociatea and friends) would be par- 
ties to it. 

The fihn “Half Life”. uses a number of clipa to 
describe the weather conditions in the Marshall Is- 
lands at BRAVO time, making the point that those 
in authority were aware of the “unfavorable’ 
conditions. What the fdm faila to say ia that the de= 
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surface winds, or those in the 20,OOO-foot regime, 
that carried the fallout great distance3 to the cast; 
it was the stratospheric winda, which on that day, 
for the first time in the history of atomic bomb 
testing, came to be recognized as a vital qmsidera- 
tion. 

The root cause of the BRAVO accident was that 
the teat device achieved a yield, or explosive force, 
three-times that which had’ been expected, and 
that that force carried a cloud of debris, much 
larger than.had been expected, to very high alti- 
tudes, where it was diffused over a much larger 
area than had theretofore been thought possible. 

During the late-hour preparations, including the 
meteorological briefing 45 minutes before the 
teat, the task force commander and& scientific 
staff had been assured, on the basis of information 
then available, that conditions were such that no 
fallout should reach the populated atoils to the 
east. Rongelap and Rongcrik were specifically con- 
sidered and named. 

Of course, we’ now know that the fallout did 
reach Rongelap and Rongerik (and Utirik as well). 
A fair examination of the record will reveal that 
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reaponaibly and with dispatch to alleviate the im- 
mediate suffering and mitigate the long-term ef- 
fects. To use the term “guinea pig” in this context 
is a grave injustice to many dedicated scientists, 
practitionera, technicians and administrators with 
a long-term commitment to the well-being of the I 
injured population. 

I muat make ooe further point, which has to do 
with the sad plight of Lekoj A&in, the young man 
exposed to BRAVO effects as an infant who dii of* 
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leukemia here at the National Institutes of Health 
18 years later. I know hia family. I attended his 
memorial service in 1972. His mother’s bitterness 
is understandable.-But Lekoj was not “used” any 
more than any of us is uaed by his/her physician, 
endeavoring to learn, 
thmueh each oatient’s ’ ------m-- r-______ _ 
coursi of treatment, how 
better to deal with the 
next similar experience. A 
responsible and cornpa 
aionate nation, -consider- 
ing no other recourse, 
prwided to thia unfor- 
tunate young man the 
best it knew how to 
offer. 

The film in&try may 
judge itself on whatever 
standards it adopts. If it 
choo&a to reward di- 
rectorship in observa- 
tional filmmaking, that 
surely is ita privilege. m ._ .-. 
WI KK no one suggest 
chat the product “Half 
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Life” ia even aubatantially consistent with the his- 
torical record or with fact; and let not a journal 
aucb aa The Post pretend that it is journalism. 

-Roger Ray 


